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Hello
Welcome to Nautel Waves with
important news about our
webinars and SBE recertification,
HD Radio, AIR India deployment,
and Ted's top 5 reasons to
upgrade your software.
Also, hear from Nautel customers,
Alex Hartman and Bryan Hubert,
about their installations of the very
first GV Series transmitters.

LATEST WEBINARS
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Nautel Webinars Qualify for SBE ReCertification!
It's official! The completion of a
Nautel webinar now qualifies for ½
SBE recertification credit, as
identified under Category I of the Re
certification Schedule for SBE
Certifications.
Some of the best ideas come from our
customers. We say thanks to Joe
Portelli, who posted on Nautel's
Facebook page, for this one.
See Nautel's Webinars >
Ted's Top 5 Reasons to Upgrade your Software

Extending Transmitter Life >

GV Series Introduction >
View All Nautel Webinars >

LATEST VIDEOS

Has it been a while since you
upgraded your transmitter software?
The past year saw the release of
version 4.0 software for all of our
major transmitter product lines. This
was the culmination of years of effort,
including hundreds of enhancements.
If you haven't upgraded to version 4,
you're missing out. Are you wondering
why you should bother? Ted Coldwell, Nautel Software Manager,
has compiled five reasons why he recommends upgrading to the
latest software.
Read Ted's Top 5 Reasons to Upgrade >

Customer Stories: Two Firsts for the New GV Series
Alex Hartman, Chief Engineer for
KVSC, shares a detailed user report
about the very first GV10 going on air
at St. Cloud State University, MN.

GV Series Introduction >

"My GV10 running at ½ power with
14dBc injection is achieving 74.8%
efficiency. When run into a dummy
load at full 9 kW output with 14dBc,
that number jumped up to 89%! Not
much wasted juice there!"
Read Alex's Story >

Digital UHF TV NT Series >

View All Nautel Videos >

Bryan Hubert, Chief Engineer for
Crista Media, shares his story of the
very first GV40 being installed at the
summit of Mount Constitution on
Orcas Island, WA, direct from the
exhibition floor of NAB 2014.
"It's nice to put in a new transmitter,
increase the HD level, and actually
see a reduction in power
consumption!"
Read Bryan's Story >

Play Nautel YouTube Videos >

AIR India Installations have Begun
Nautel has almost completed shipments and is now installing 27
MWAM DRMenabled transmitters and associated equipment for
All India Radio (AIR) as part of the world's largest digital radio
deployment to date.
The deployment includes eleven NX100 (100 kW transmitter), ten
NX200 (200 kW transmitter), and six NX300 (300 kW transmitter)
all configured for DRM30 transmission.

'Like' Nautel on facebook >
TOP LINKS

The first transmitter to ship was an NX200 back in August, 2013
and its installation in Delhi kicked off the deployment with final
commissioning completed in May, 2014.

Old RCA BTF20E transmitters
replaced with NVlt7.5's, NSW,
Australia >

Learn about AIR's High Power DRMMWAM deployment >
Learn about NX Series transmitters 100 kW  2 MW >
BDR User Report: First GV10 on

air at KVSCFM >

Peter's Fireside Chat
Those nice quiet neighbors
next door…

Tech Tip: Have your Transmitter
send you Alarm Texts >

UPCOMING EVENTS

Arkansas BA, Jul 1719
Little Rock, AR

TAB, Aug 67
Austin, TX
Register for NUG >

Alabama BA, Aug 1516
Birmingham, AL

Canadians take a bit of a rap
sometimes for being overly
polite. We are not generally
inclined to “toot our own
horns.” That’s OK, as far as I
am concerned.
However, if a company is
committed, as we are, to a
culture of Continuous
Improvement (including such
things as continuing to support products forever; adding new
functionality to existing product families; and the ongoing creation
of new families of product and services) making those
investments can be complex, expensive and frightening.
Sometimes, it is reassuring to receive confirmation from
independent sources that those efforts are appreciated and
worthwhile.
So, in a very nonCanadian fashion, I want to let you all know that
Nautel was recently selected as one of the PROFIT500 Fastest
Growing Companies in Canada. Imagine a 45 yearold company
growing at the same rate as a startup? Very cool!
This recognition was only possible because all of you have
honored us by being our friends, our partners, our customers. Our
growth comes from you and, in the spirit of continuous
improvement, I commit to you that we will do everything in our
power to continue to earn your trust and confidence. On behalf of
the Nautel team… Thank You!
HD Radio Service Bulletin
Attention Nautel HD Radio Broadcasters

Radio Show, Sep 1012
Indianapolis, IN

IBC, Sep 1216
Amsterdam, The Netherlands

We have received a Service Bulletin
from iBiquity identifying an issue with
a specific car receiver manufacturer.
Nautel Exporter Plus customers running SW Rel 1.6.1 or later are
unaffected by this issue.
For more information, see Latest Software >

View All Upcoming Events >

Tips 'n Tricks by Jeff Welton
While visiting transmitter sites in the
upper Midwest, Jeff observed a few
things covered in a recent transmitter
reliability webinar which bear repeating as
we enter the summer storm season in
North America.
Read More >

LATEST SOFTWARE

Submissions for this Tips 'n Tricks column are encouraged and if
published you'll receive a Nautel Tshirt. Submissions should be
typed and emailed, with high resolution photos, to

info@nautel.com using the subject line Tips 'n Tricks.
All latest software updates are
now accessible at Nautel.com
View Latest Software >

LPFM Corner by Christy Lynn White

Since the October 2013 filing window, over
1,220 lowpower construction permits have
been granted from 2,826 applications. While
this has been a much faster process than the
last window, we can expect to see the
process slow down, as the straightforward,
some might even say easy, applications have
been processed.
Earlier this month, at the FCC's open meeting, the Media Bureau
indicated remaining MX'd applications will be dealt with by the end
of the year. Click here to see the open meeting presentation.
Comments can be found in this Radio World article and The LPFM
Buyer's Guide (part of The Broadcasters’ Desktop Resource.)
Some quickacting applicants are already licensed and on the air.
Those onair sit at less than 1% of the granted CP's, so there are
plenty in the planning stages. Nautel is here to help you get on the
air, and to have the best sound out there. Check out our new
LPFM FAQs and resources on the LPFM page.
Learn more about Nautel’s VS300 for LPFM, or contact Christy
White directly at 18776628835.
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